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Kel-tec pf-9 9mm compact black

Skip to contentMain starts here. FREE SHIPPING ON $25+ AND SIGN-IN. SEE DETAILS. FREE CURBSIDE OR IN-STORE PICK UPatSelect a Store Type of Semi-automatic pistol Kel-Tec PF-9 Kel Tec PF-9, blued finish, gray gripTypeSemi-automatic pistolPlace of originUnited StatesProduction historyDesignerGeorge KellgrenManufacturerKel-Tec CNC Industries
Inc.Produced2006–presentSpecificationsMass12.7 oz (360 g)[1]Length5.85 in (14.9 cm)[1]Barrel length3.1 in (7.9 cm)[1]Width0.88 in (2.2 cm)[1]Height4.3 in (11 cm)[1]Cartridge9×19mmActionShort recoilFeed system7-round detachable box magazine[1] The Kel-Tec PF-9 is a 9 mm caliber, recoil operated, locked breech, double action only, semi-automatic pistol based on (and
sharing many parts with) Kel-Tec's earlier P-11 and P-3AT models. Kel-Tec claims the PF-9 is the flattest and lighter 9 mm handgun ever mass-produced. It was designed as a hidden weapon and backup to make law respect and for underlying civilian bearing. Kel-Tec first announced the PF-9 on February 9, 2006, and the new pool was released into the market in the fall of 2006.
[2] The PF-9 design detail detail is manufactured in Cocoa, Florida, by the Kel-Tec CNC Industries. Featuring extensive use of numerical computer controls (CNC) manufacturing techniques, its six main components consists of the barrel, slide, frame, dash, trigger group, and magazine. The barrel is manufactured in SAE/AISI 4140 steel hard 48 RHC, and the sliding is constructed
of the same steel. The frame, which houses the trigger group, consists of a solid 7075-T56 aluminum billing machine. A transfer bar system connects the hammer and trigger. A safety block hammer incorporates that prevents disgusting accidents if the handgun is dropped. Long double-action-only trigger zoom provides an additional security feature. The handgun includes a slide-
open feature that closes the slide at position behind its rearmost after the latter round is fired. The cuff is made of DuPont ST-8018 polymer and holds the steel, 7-round, single-column magazine. [3] The sights consist of a fixed front blade and a wind-adjustment noted rear eye. Three white dots highlight the sights for greater visibility in low-light conditions, and this weapon includes
an accessory train for mounting light and laser. The PF-9 uses many original parts designed for the Kel-Tec P-11 and P-3AT models, and is a compromised between these handguns. From the P-11, the PF-9 uses a slightly modified barrel, trigger, eject, and front sight. The P-3AT parts used in the PF-9 include the extraction and various sources. The outlet is available in a variety
of colors, while the slide is available in blue, Parkerized, Ceramics (Cerakote), and finishes chromed hard. The PF-9 is shipped with an extended magazine floplak, an Allen wranche for adjusting the ankle in hindsight, and the property's manual. References^ a c c d e f PF-9. Kel-Tec. Archived from the original on 15 December 2012. Retrieved 20 December 2012. ^ PF-9 Page on
Kel-Tec CNC website. Archived from the original on 2012-12-15. Retrieved 2010-09-05. ^ Manual Manuals PF-9 Owners, Kel-Tec CNC Industry Link External PF-9 Pages on Kel-Tec CNC Industry Website Kel-Tec CNC Industry Website Kel-Tec Group (KTOG) Retrieved from «entt Page 2Pistol cartridge designed by Georg Luger 9m redirection here. For other cartridges and 9 mm
bullets, see 9 mm caliber. For other uses, see 9mm (disambiguation) and Parabellum (disambiguation). 9×19mm Parabellum9×19mm Parabellum rounds and a bullet for comparisonTypePistolPlace of originGerman EmpireService historyUsed byNATO and othersWarsWorld War I – presentProduction historyDesignerGeorg LugerDesigned1901Produced1902–
presentVariants9×19mm Parabellum +PSpecificationsParent case7.65×21mm ParabellumCase typeRimless, taperedBullet diameter9.01 mm (0.355 in)Neck diameter9.65 mm (0.380 in)Base diameter9.93 mm (0.391 in)Rim diameter9.96 mm (0.392 in)Rim thickness1.27 mm (0.050 in)Case length19.15 mm (0.754 in)Overall length29.69 mm (1.169 in)Case capacity0.862 cm3
(13.30 gr H2O)Primer typeBerdan or Boxer small pistolMaximum pressure (CIP)235.00 MPa (34,084 psi)Maximum pressure (SAAMI)241.3165 MPa (35,000.00 psi)Ballistic performance Bullet mass/type Velocity Energy 7.45 g (115 gr) Federal FMJ 1,180 ft/s (360 m/s) 355 ft⋅lbf (481 J) 8.04 g (124 gr) Federal FMJ 1,150 ft/s (350 m/s) 364 ft⋅lbf (494 J) 8.04 g (124 gr) Underwood
FMJ +P 1,225 ft/s (373 m/s) 413 ft⋅lbf (560 J) 7.45 g (115 gr) Winchester JHP +P 1,335 ft/s (407 m/s) 455 ft⋅lbf (617 J) 8.04g (124 gr) Cor- Good JHP + P 1.250 ft/s (38 0 m/s) 434 ft⋅ (588 J) Test barrel length: 118mm(4.65)Source(s): Sellier &amp; Bellot, [1] Buffalo Bore, [2] CIP,[2]3] Cor-Bon[4] 9×19m Parabellum is a slug gun made by Georg Luger and presented In 1902 by
weapons of German Manufacturer Deutsche Waffen- und Munitionsfabriken (DWM) (German Weapons and Ammunition Factory) for its semi-automatic luger pool. [5] For this reason, it is designated as the 9mm Luger by the Sporting Arms and the Manufacturing Institute of Amnesty 'Institute (SAAMI),[6] and the mm Luger by International Commission for PermanentLy Draining it
Epreuve deS Armes the Portatives Feu (CIP). [3] This is the name of parabellum from the Latin moto of DWM, Six pasm, beautiful parable (If you seek peace, prepare for war). [7][8] Under STANAG 4090, it is a standard cartridge for the NATO force on the Organization of Organizations Independence Organization. [9] According to the 2014 edition of the World's Cartridges, the
9×19m Parabellum is the world's most famous and widely used military menu and cartridges submarine weapon. [10] [11] In 2007, Newsweek stated that about 60 percent of the weapons in use by the police are 9mms and credited 9×19mm Parabellum sales and make semiutomatic handguns more popular than guns. [12] This popularity of slug can be attributed to the widely held
condemnation that it is effective in police self-defense use. [13] Its low cost and wide availability contribute to the popularity of the caliber. Origins Georg Luger developed 9×19mm Parabellum cartridge from his earlier 7.65×21mm parabellum round, which was read even from the original 7.65×mm Borchardt cartridge in the Borchardt C-93 handgun. Shrinking length can be the
cartridge used in the Borchardt pistol to allow it to improve the design of the close of actus and incorporate a smaller, English grip. Luger's work on Borchardt's design evolved into the Luger handgun, first amounted in 1898 with the 7,65×21mm Parabellum chamber. Demands from Germany for a larger caliber of the military side have led Luger to develop the 9×19m Parabellum
potrix for the eventual handgun of the P08. This was achieved by removing the bottle shape from the 7.65mm×21mm Parabellum case, resulting in a rimmless slug to have invaded a bullet that was 9 mm in diameter. In 1902, Luger introduced the new round of the British Weapons Committee, as well as three prototype versions of the U.S. Army for testing in Springfield Arseneld
in mid-1903. The imperial German navy adopted the slug in 1904 and in 1908 the German Army adopted it as well. [10] The bullet increase was slightly repealed in the 1910s to improve food. To save leaders during the Second World War in Germany, the lead core was replaced by a iron core embryos with lead. This bullet, identified by a black jacket, was designated as ME of 08
(the myth of Eisenkern—and iron core). By 1944, the black jackets of the 08 mE bullet had fallen and these bullets were produced with normal cooperating jackets of colored jackets. Another released variation was designated 08 Bullet SE and identified by its black jackets black, and it was created by compression detergent iron at high temperatures in a solid material (Sintereisen-
sentered iron). [14] Popularity after World War I, the acceptance of 9×19mm Parabellum fourth increased, and the 9×19mm Parabellum handguns and submarine weapons were adopted by military and police users in many countries. [15] The 9×19m Parabellum became the most popular caliber for U.S. law enforcement agencies, mainly due to the availability of compact pistols
and high-capacity magazines that use the map map. [16] Worldwide, the parabel 9×19mm Parabellum is one of the most popular handgun cartridges where it is legal (some countries prohibit the use of weapons that current room or former military service cartridges), and cartridges of this caliber are generally available anywhere ammunition handguns sell. From the early 1980s to
the mid-1990s, a sharp increase occurred in the popularity of semiutomatic pools in the US, a trend anticipated by the adoption of the Smith &amp; Wesson Model 39 by the Illinois State Police in 1968. In addition, the M9 of Beretta (a military version of the Beretta 92 Model) was adopted by the U.S. Army in 1985. Previously, most U.S. police departments issued .38 special
caliber guns with a Capacity. The .38 special was preferred to other weapons, such as variants of the M1911, because it offered low recreation, was small and light enough to accommodate different firing, and was relatively expensive. [17] The 9mm cartridge is ballisticly superior to the .38 Special slug revolver, [18] is shorter overall, and an autoloader cartridge was stored in flat
magazines, as opposed to cylinder speed slots cylinders. This, coupled with the advantage of so-called nine demands, led many U. S. police departments to exchange their guns for some form of 9m semiautomatic menu by the 1980s. [17] In 2013 a chart of popular caliber that was released by the Luckygunner.com website showed 9x19mm parabellum as it had 21.4% of the
entire cartridge market followed by the .223 Remington at 10.2% (and 5.56mm included this is 15.7%). The most popular caliber was .45 ACP. [19] With choosing the SIG Sauer P320 as the winner of the competition XM17 Modular Handgun System, the U.S. Army and United States Air Force chose the 9×19mm again as the slug for new pisol services. The Cartridge dimensions
three types of projectile: unjacketed (lead), full metal jackets, and hollow point 9×19mm parabellum have 0.86ml (13.3pcl grain grain H2O) of fourty-four capacity. 9×19m Parabellum Maximum Dimensions Slug CIP:[3] All sizes are given in millimum (mm). The top fourteens on the lips of the case: [20] The common rifling twist rate for this catering is 250 mm (1 to 9.84in), six
grooves, ø was = 8.82mm, ø grooves = 9.02mm mm, country width = 2.49mm and the first type is small handgun. According to CIP decisions, 9 ×19mm Parabellum can handle up to 235.00 MPA (34.084 psi) Pmax piezo strain. The country's CIP-regulated every pistol cartridge combination had to be proof of 130% of this maximum pressure certified to sell consumers. This means
that the 9×19mm Parabellum Arms Chamber in CIP country's currently regulationd (2014) evidence tested at 305.50MPa (44.309 psi) PEezo strain. [3] SAAMI pressure limit for the 9×19mm Parabellum set at 241.32MPa (35,001 psi) piezo pressure. [21] Saami pressure limit for 9×19mm Parabellum + P set to 265.45 MPa (38,500 psi) foot pressure. An empty case with premium
weighing about 4 g (0.14oz). Performance An enlarged 124-grain 9×19mm Parabellum jacketed round points of earth originally designed to be lethal to 50 meters, but is still legendary in longer ranges. [22] The 9×19mm Parabellum slug combines a flat trajectory with moderate recile. According to booking the 1986 Manager: The modern science of ballistic wounds has settled
beyond reasonable doubt that the 9mm slug is very effective. [13] In 2014, the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) released a report detailing the potential combat effectiveness of 9×19mm parabellum cartridge when compared to other caliber such as the ACP's .45 and .40 S&amp;Amp; You which was specifically developed for use by the FBI. [23] The report indicates that
the new powders and more advanced bullet design are used in the current 9×19m Parabellum load bumper allows for the caliber to deliver similar performance to other calibers, Like the .45 ACP and .40 S.S. additionally, the lower recel, less set, cheaper ammunition, and higher capacity were all the reasons cited for the latest operations in order of the ammunition from various
police agencies. With a wider officer selection that they could shoot their hands chambers at the 9×19m Parabellum, many departments selected this caliber so they could standard around one gun and loading, making logistics and provisioning easier. Due to all these factors, law enforcing orders of 9×19mm parabellum ammunition from all major ammunition manufacturers have
spiked significantly. [24] The FBI report made it clear that the more consistent accuracy of the 9×19m Parabellum in the hands of less experienced firing was a factor in the return of 9×19m Parabell as caliber but the standards. It also made clear that the almost-even efficiency of the 9×19mm Parabellum compared with .40 S&amp;gt and .45 ACP was due to the high quality of
9×19mm Parabellum Amunition available. [25] Improvements and variations in addition to traditional pressure values for this cartridge, two main variants offer different pressure standards than the SAAMI or CIP requirements. Standard Commonwealth Standard Cartridge S.A. Ball 9 m / Mark Iz (9 m/mLL MK 1z) was the standard Imperial 9m Parabellum round in the Second World
War and was produced from December 1941 to 1944. It was meant for use in semiautomatic handguns like the Inglis Browning Hi-Power. Bullet weight was 7.5grams (116 gr). Velocity was 1,200 feet per second (370 m/s) of 20 yards (18 m). It noted by canceling its violet around a gold-colored standard primary. The largest cartridge S.A. ball 9 cents/ Mark IIz (9m/i Ball MK 2z) was
in production from September 1943 to 1988, and was classified as NATO standards in 1962. It was designed for use in submachine weapons such as the Lanchester, Sten, and Sterling. Bullet weight is 7.5 grams (116 gr) on a load of 6 pills (0.39g) of Du Pont SR.4898 or Dynamit-Nobel Parabellum Powder. Velocity is 1,300 feet per second (400 m/s) of 20 yards (18 m). It can
distinguish between the 9-mm Ball MK 1z by anilus its purple violet around a silver primary. India and Pakistan manufactured 9mm parabellum ammunition to this standard after independence. Canada's Cartridge S.A. Ball 9 m/m CDN Mark I (9-mm Ball CDN MKN 1), has been done since 1955, has had similar ballistics. Bullet weight is 7.5 grams (116 gr). Nominal muzzle speed is
1,246.7 feet per second (380.0 m/s). The NATO is being manufactured by, or for, over 70 countries and has become a standard caliber handgun for NATO organisation NATO and other military forces around the world. His official nomenclature among NATO member countries north NATO [9][9] bullet weight is 7.0 grams (108 gr) 8.3grams (128 gr). NATO 9mm can be considered
a variant of pressure of 9×19mm parabellum defined by the standards of NATO member states. [26] Pmax in pressure of NATO's 9mm is rated at 252 MPa (36,500 psi) where 9mm luger rate Pmax slightly lower at 235 MPa (34.100 psi). 315 MPa (45,700 psi) pressure tests are used to test NATO's 9m evidence tests, however, equal to isolation test pressure used in the 9m Luger
CIP proof test. While the standard NATO standards do not specify what kind of bullets should be used, Declaration III of the Hague Convention in 1899 prohibits the use of expanding ammunition of war by their signatures, so official NATO 9mm ammunition is FMJ bullet balls.[27] Declaration III does not apply to conflicts involving nonsignateurs to the Hague Convention, including
paramilitary and other nongovernmental combat forces. [28] My Swedish / 39 9mm live ammunition i / 39 (left, with black seals) and i / 39B (right, with red seals and a slightly more pointed form) 9mm live ammunition i/39 and i/39B in the parabellum 9m boxes entered swedes service as i/39 and the import of Kulsruptepistol i/39 from Austria, with a bullet weight of 7.5 grams (116
gr). [29] During the Congo Crisis, the Swedish impetus-happy to complain about the performance of the cartridge i/39 (regular 9mm parabellum) is used, resulting in a Swedish army commission established in 1962 that they needed a new round needed for Carl Gustav I/45. The resulting I/39B had a flat steel steel vein that enclosed the lead core. While the country barrel may cut
through the tombac, The steel jackets resist distortions, so cause the gas pressure to climb above soft-jacketed m/39, providing the 7.0 grams (108 gr) bullets an Vₒ at 420 m/s (1,378 ft/s) [30] with an energy impact of 600 days. [summons needed] The lie also acts like a penetrate when hitting a target, going from up to 50 layers of kevlar, 7 cm brick or 25 cm of wood, allowing the
bullet to armour body defeat up to Type IIIA. The downside is higher set on the weapon, ultimately causing the service pool of my service / 40 to be removed from service. The M/39 is also available as a round gallery – kammarpatron i/ 39 – black with blue tip, for shooting indoor porch, and as a blank round – löspatron i/39 – which had the metal bullet replaced with the red one,
hard plastic intended to disintegrate in fire air dust. +P variant A 9mm Luger jacketed point cartridge variants Attempt to improve the ballistic cartridges came in the early 1990s with the rampant availability of high-pressure loadings in the 9m slug. These pressure cartridges are marked +P or, in the case of very high pressure loadings, +P+. [31] Ballistic performance of these
rounds has been moderate to improve upon the standard loadings. In addition, improvements to jacketed hollow-point technology generated bullet designs most likely to and less likely fragments than earlier eruption, providing a 9mm bullet to better terminal efficiency. [32] SESAMS A red American Military Simunition uses red and blue marking round of the 9m caliber known as
special effects Small Arms Marking System (SESAMS). Commonly used for training simulations, these round are comparable to functions of the paint used to label the paint, except to terminate with a powder load, and can be drawn to the Handgun Service Beretta M9 with only a barrel modification (Glock 19's handgun, common among police departments, has a similar
modification available). 9mm SESAMS round are fired into specially modified handguns, as well as M16 and M4 flurry, which are emapable of standard room live ammo. A box of 9mm FX blue marker (DODIC AA21) cartridges with a modified Beretta M9 handgun SESAMS gun or components are normally painted blue or otherwise marked, to uncontroll their uneven status and
avoid a potentially catastrophic blend with live-fire weapons. [33] This allows the armed forces to train and almost identical equipment as used in real-life situations. [34] The brand name for this ammunition, which is traded and in keeping law, is Simunition. Russia's military developed 9× Russian militaries which developed 9×19mm cartridges that use relatively light bullets in large
muzzle velocy to both handguns and submarine weapons to defeat armour. [35] In addition to reinforced penetration capabilities, these excessive variants offer a flatter trajectory and recovery that decreases. The increase in pressure services causes an increase in bolt dust, so the use of this ammunition depression sparked more stress on critical gun parts during firing. After initial
research, conducted since late 1980s under the Grach code, the Russian armed forces adopted two specialized 9×19mm variants. [36] [37] 7R21 (7N21) 7N31 (7N31) / PBP Cartridge weight 9.5g (147 gr) 8.1g (125 gr) bullet weight 5.2g (80.2g 4.1g(63.1 g(63.2 g) 3 gr) Muzzle Speed 460 m/s (1,509 ft/s) 600 m/s (1,969 ft/s) Muzzle energy 561 J (414 ft⋅lbf) 756 J (558 ft⋅lbf)
Precisely of Fire at25 m (27 yd) (R50) 25 mm (1.0in) Pressure Maximum 280 MPa (41,000 psi) R50 to 25 yd (27 yd) means the closest 50 percent of the injection group will be in a circle of 25 pmm(1.0in) rays of 25 m (27 yd).7N21 a (Sirilik: 7S21) 9×19mm on pressure variants feature an armour-pierced bullet and generate a puck pressure of 280 MPaPa (41,000 psi). [36] The
bullet 7N21 features a hard (subcaliber) core steel penetrate, which is closed by a bimetal jacket. The gap between the core and jackets filled with polyethylene, and the tip of the penetrate is exposed to the front of the bullet, achieving better relaxation. The penetration range for armor bodies is specified at up to 40 m.MP-443 Grach with GSh-18 handgun and PP-19-01, PP-90M1
and PP-2000 submachine weapons made for use with this cartridges. Jane's infantry weapon stated in 2003 that the 7N21 slug combined 9×19mm Parabellum dimensions with a 9×21 mm Gyurza bullet design and was developed specifically for penetration into armor body and for the MP-443 Grach handgun, the latest Russian service pisol. [38] The 7N31 (Cyrillic: 7 AK31) / PBP
9×19mm overpress variants use the similar concept with a lighter bullet that achieves higher muzlez speed. The penetration of an 8 mm-thick patch St3 is specified at up to 10 m.[39] The 7N31 slug was developed at the end of the 1990s for the GSh-18 pool.7N31 was adopted for the PP-90M1 and PP-2000 soumachine weapons. The maximum pressure of its service remains
unclear. The method of construction of the two rounds allows them to be effective against both armored targets and weapons. If the bullet hits a defused target, it holds together to produce a wide injury channel. If the bullet hits an armored target, the handle is blocked away and penetrated the nucleus alone. The disadvantages of the round are that high impact speeds are needed
for them to work effectively, so bullets are relatively light to maximize their puzzle speed. That means they lose pace relatively quickly, limiting their effective range. [40] Other alternately VBR-B produces specialized bullets for this cartridge, a two-part controlled projectured frame with a gun-picing bullet that features a brass sabo and a hard steel penetrate. These are designed to
increase the content of the permanent injury tailor and double the chance to hit a significant organ. [41] The U.S. energy data released by most 9m loads allows for important expansion and retraction with premium hollow-point bullets. Illinois State Police, Border Patrol, Federal Air Marshals, and United States Secret Service were favored with using 115 gr (7.5 g) + P + 9mm loads
of 1,300 ft/s (400 m/s) for years with excellent results. [32] Massad Ayoob stated that the Test was tested, and true 115 gr (7.5 g) + P or +P + is the self-defense load of this caliber. [42][43][44] The table below shows common performance parameters for multiple 9×19mm loads. Bullet weights from 115 to 147 gr (7.5 to 9.5g) are common. Loads are available with energy from just
over 400 J (300 ft⋅lb) to 680 J (500 ft⋅lb), and depth penetration from 200 mm (8 in) to more than 1.0m (40 hr) available for various applications and risk assessments. Manufacturer Load Bullet Mass Velocity Expansion Energy [45] PC[45] TSC [45] TSC[45] Good JHP + P 7.5g (115 gr) 410 i / s (1,350 ft/s) 630 J (465 ft⋅lb) 14 mm (0.55 in) 360 mm (14 2 in) 56 mL (3.4 cu in) 631 mL
(38.5 cu in) ATOMIC Ammo JHP + P 8.0g (124 gr) 400 m/s (1 300 ft/s) 630 J (465 ft⋅lb) 15 mm (0.60 in) 330 mm (13 in) N / A N / A Speaker Dot JHP 8.0 g (124 gr) 350 m/s (1,150 ft/s) 494 J (364 ft⋅lb) 18 mm (0.70 in) 337 mm (13.25 in) 84 mL (5.1 cu in) 616 mL (37.6 cu in) (est)[46] Federal HydraShok JHP +P+ 8.0 g (124 gr) 360 m/s (1,170 ft/s) 508 J (375 ft⋅lb) 17 mm (0.67 in)
340 mm (13.4 in) 77 mL (4.7 cu in) 734 mL (44.8 cu in)[47] Remington Golden Saber JHP 9.5 g (147 gr) 300 m/s (990 ft/s) 430 J (320 ft⋅lb) 16 mm (0.62 in) 370 mm (14.5 in) 72 mL (4.4 cu in) 544 mL (33.2 cu in) Winchester Silvertip 7.5 g (115 gr) 373 m/s (1,225 ft/s) 519 J (383 ft⋅lb) 18 mm (0.72 in) 200 mm (8.0 in) 54 mL (3.3 cu in) 274 mL (16.7 cu in) Winchester WWB JHP 9.5 g
(147 gr) 300 m/s (990 ft/s) 430 J (320 ft⋅lb) 15 mm (0.58in) 400 mm (15.9in) 69 mL (4.2 cu in) 321 mL (19.6 cu in) Winchester FMJ 7.5g (115 gr) 352 m/s (1.155 ft/s 4 6) 26J (341 ft⋅lb) 9.1mm (0.36in) 620 mm (24.5in) 41 mL (2.5 cu at) 174 mL (10.6b at) Clear: Expansion: Expanded Bullet Diameter (2.5bl). Penetration: Depth of penetration (ballistic guts). PC: Volume permanent
kavite (jelantic ballistic, FBI method). TSC: Temporary stretch cavite volume (jelantic ballistic). Synonyms 9×19 9mm 9mm Luger 9mm 9×19mm 9 miles 9×19mm 9m Parabellum 9m Parabellum 9m Param N9m P 9 mili Watch Also 9m Caliber Smooth Gun Slug Smooth Slug Slug Rifle NATO EPVAT Test Table In Threat With Slug Riff Reference ^ Sellier &amp; Bellot. Archived
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